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MYKONOSon the map

But what makes this tiny part of 
the Aegean so special? This is a 
question for you to answer, after 
having discovered the secrets 
and the beauties, the virtues 
and the vices of the island. This 
guide can only give you some 
hints on what to expect and what 
to look for:  golden sandy beach-
es, rough and rocky landscapes, 
dry grass slopes, the authentic 
Cycladic architecture, delicious 
food and wine, and then more 
wine, the best entertainment 
you could have ever hopped 
for and the list goes on…  Each 
moment in Mykonos is like a liv-
ing postcard, a cover of a glossy 
travel magazine reserved for the 
special and the privileged, in 

other words reserved for you. 
And as the years have gone 
by, the princess of the Aegean 
turned into a queen and is now 
more than ever ready to offer its 
guests only the highest quali-
ty of services, luxurious hotels 
and restaurants with world 
renowned Chefs,  as well as al-
ternative activities and one off 
events of a lifetime. At the same 
time, Mykonos still preserves its 
authenticity unspoiled and that 
is what is most appealing to its 
loyal devotees. 
Who can really resist the charm 
of a queen? Surrender to its 
beauty, bow to its magic and 
declare allegiance: you are offi-
cially a Mykonian!      

Spotting Mykonos on the map might be a challeng-
ing endeavour, at least until your first visit. 
Then suddenly this small island of the Aegean Sea 
turns into the center of your summer world and 
you end up visiting it again sooner than you had 
ever imagined. Each moment in Mykonos 

is like living in an actual 
postcard, a high quality 
photograph published 
in a glossy travel 
magazine
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VAMOS a la playa

Grecotel Mykonos Blu

Are you one of those people who 
believe that life is better at the beach? 
Do you prefer your flip flops over your 
ultra chic sandals? 

Do you pack more than ten swimming suits when 
going on holidays and do you proudly wear the 
summer style “salt in the air, sand in the hair”?  
If the answer to these key questions is “yes” then 
you have found your paradise on earth!
Mykonos is the place where the concept of beach 
life experience was invented: super cool beach bars 
that take relaxation and luxury to the next level, 
beach restaurants offering the highest quality din-
ing options and services, beach parties that last 
from day to night and all over again, beach cocktails 
created to constantly hydrate the Mykonos crowds, 
beach boutiques with the most original and colorful 
beach wear. 
In other words, everything in Mykonos revolves 
around the sea, the sand and the beach. Dive in!
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 PARAGA beach
In the 70’s this bay used to be home to a lively, 
youthful hippie community. 
Today, it is a well-organized beach, with all the nec-
essary facilities, sunbeds, umbrellas and beach 
bars. 
A long, unspoiled beach, reserved to vacationers 
who opt for less crowded and relaxing beaches to 
spend their day.
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KALAFATISAGIA ANNA
Situated on the south-east side of Mykonos, Kala-
fatis is a large sandy beach, famous among surf-
ers, thanks to the strong winds that blow pretty 
often. 
However, there are also many other activities, wa-
ter sports and scuba diving. It is a good choice if 
you want to spend a quiet day, to relax on a comfy 
sunbed and fill your mind with the sparkling light 
reflected on the crystal clear water of the bay.

Agia Anna, located next to Kalafatis beach and 
overlooking the peninsula of Divounia, is one of the 
smallest yet most beautiful and picturesque bays of 
the island, naturally protected by the strong winds 
of the Aegean. 
Not too crowded and not too pretentious, Agia 
Anna is ideal for those who associate their holidays 
with a good swim in clear waters and a nice meal or 
drink by the sea.

beachbeach
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 PARADISE  SUPER
PARADISEbeach beach
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The beach is closely linked to the island’s reputa-
tion; it is practically a destination in itself. 
It should perhaps be renamed Party-dise, because 
this is where the party never ends! All day music, 
splendid cocktails, plenty of events featuring some 
of the world’s most famous DJs. 
The clear blue water is a bonus and the experience 
becomes complete with other activities such as sea 
sports, scuba diving and high quality restaurants.

Another landmark of the island and on Greece’s top 
10 list of most beautiful beaches. 
Large, yet secluded, Super Paradise has been an all 
nudist beach in the past. Nowadays it hosts some of 
the hottest beach clubs and is very tolerant towards 
all tendencies and behaviors. 
The sea is splendid, the sand is brilliantly gold and 
smooth, and the simplicity of the surrounding land-
scape will certainly leave you speechless.
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Grecotel Mykonos Blu

Mykonos at its’ best! The place where you can do 
everything on a five star scale. Reserved sunbeds 
and very private service. Exclusive restaurants. 
Jet setters and celebrities from all over the world 
and a parade of fashion and chic. 
All on one strip of golden sand, overlooking a 
charming bay with turquoise water and luxury 
yachts. 
Plenty of activities for sea sports lovers, scuba div-
ing and very social atmosphere.

 PSAROU  PANORMOS
A magnificent beach, where you can find practi-
cally everything. An air of luxury dominates the 
atmosphere and Panormos is another celebrity 
destination, after Psarou. 
Sparkling emerald water, cosy sunbeds, trendy 
beach bars, excellent food everywhere, relaxing 
music and high quality service. 
Make sure to reserve your sunbeds, especially if 
you plan to go on a weekend.

beach beach
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 ELIA  ORNOSbeach beach
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Consider it an eventful oasis, the end of a drive 
through the harsh dry mykonian landscape. Sur-
rounded by some of the most luxurious hotels of 
the island, it is also preferred by the gay and nudist 
community. 
Each group has its’ own side on this large strip of 
sand. One can find food and refreshments for all 
budgets, some of the best gourmet restaurants, 
and plenty of water activities.

Get the refreshing Cycladic experience at the best 
value, right next to the Mykonos Chora. Ornos is 
a picturesque village organized around the beach 
that bears the same name. It is very popular to fam-
ilies. Everything is nearby. 
Activities for children, some really trendy beach 
bars, sea restaurants and a nice sandy beach, pro-
tected from the harsh Aegean winds.





 FOKOS  AGIOS SOSTISbeach beach
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Fokos is an amazing beach, in the northern part of 
the island, 13 km away from the Chora or Mykonos 
town. 
There are no umbrellas and sunbeds only sand, 
sun, sea, wild beauty and endless calm. 
The tavern Fokos named after the beach is an au-
thentic Greek tavern where you can enjoy tradition-
al food.

The beach of Agios Sostis, named after the little 
church on the top of the cliff, is one of the most qui-
et, peaceful and relaxing beach of the island. Gold-
en sand, crystal clear water and cliffs that dive into 
the water along the coast. 
The beach is not organized so you need to take 
some supplies with you. Kiki’s well-known tavern  
situated just overthe beach overlooking the whole 
bay is a must choice for a traditional Greek meal.





 KALO
LIVADIbeach
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Prairies are rare in the Cyclades, yet here you have 
one: Kalo Livadi (the Good Prairie) is a sandy beach 
at the mouth of a large valley. The landscape be-
comes smoother and greener on this side. 
The sea is turquoise blue. A long large beach, suit-
able for families, thanks to its shallow water. 
It is well organized, with sunbeds, beach bars, good 
restaurants and life-guard.
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CHORA a sight to remember

No matter how tempting 
it is to spend all your day 
and night at the beach, ex-
ploring Mykonos town - the 
Chora - is an absolute must. 
Take some time to wander 
around the different neigh-
bourhoods of the Chora, 
all representing different 
shades of vibrancy and 
charm and discover the in-
numerous options for high 
quality dining, shopping 
and partying. 
Start early with an apero 
and a stunning view of the 
sunset to match it with. 
Then continue with a deli-
cious meal in the restaurant 
of your choice. 

Anything you crave for, 
Mykonos town can offer: 
from simple, basic greek 
tavernas to fine dining ex-
otic cuisine restaurants. 
Save the best for last and 
let yourself get carried away 
by the ambience of the town 
until dawn. 
In between, there will be 
some major partying, some 
serious dancing, the best dj 
sets, the coolest cocktails, 
special performances, fire-
works and much more. And 
before you know it a new 
day has come. Just make 
sure you won’t need holi-
days to recover from your 
holidays...

Do not miss the opportunity to wander around 
the narrow alleys of the worlds ‘ most photogenic 
white-washed town!
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SwEET 
RECIPES 

THAT 
SURVIVED

Nuts, dried fruit
(figs and raisins) 
and local cheese

The ground you are standing 
on, has been inhabited for more 
than 2.500 years. What’s fasci-
nating is that many aspects of 
everyday life have remained in-
tact. Farming and cattle growing 
have not changed, only the tech-
nology has made them easier. 
The final product is and tastes 
the same. Therefore, many reci-
pes have also survived through 
time.
The ingredients are simple and 

healthy: nuts, dried fruit (figs 
and raisins) and local cheese. 
The sweetener is none other 
than fragrant honey. 
Time brought with it the colorful 
extras, such as spices and rose-
water. 
However, the basic concept re-
mains unchanged and you can 
proudly say that the pastries you 
tasted in Mykonos came straight 
from the table of our ancient 
forefathers!

2000 years of evolution
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 KAPARI  AGIOS 
IOANNIS

It is said that Kapari beach is  god’s favorite. 
Secluded, with a fascinating view to Delos and the 
most spectacular sunset in Mykonos, this beach is 
addressed to those few, who seek a calm and care-
free experience, just like in ancient times. 
Accessible on foot, next to Agios Ioannis beach. 
Don’t forget to bring your own refreshments, pref-
erably a bottle of wine and a cosy picnic blanket to 
watch the sunset

Located on the south-west side of Mykonos, this 
beach offers a spectacular view of Delos. 
At a relaxing scenery, with calm water and beautiful 
surroundings, white blends with rocks, sand and 
emerald water, as well as excellent tavernas serving 
fresh seafood, you may enjoy one of the most beau-
tiful sunsets in the island. 
And if you are a fan of the movies, bear in mind that  
award winning film Shirley Valentine was filmed 
here.

beach beach
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The sea before you is bright and astonishingly blue-
green. 
The beach is large and comfortable. Tavernas, 
restaurants and beach bars offer a huge variety of 
food and drink options, while the water sports near-
by are available to everyone, especially children, 
who wish to take their first sailing lesson. 
All in all, Agios Stefanos is a beautiful beach, a 
moderate and quiet choice for those, who want ev-
erything to be at walking distance.

If you think you have to drive far from Chora to find 
the true experience of a Mykonian beach, you are 
mistaken. Right next to the new Port is Tourlos 
beach. 
Surrounded by new hotels and apartment com-
plexes, it is an upcoming trend. Quiet, almost 
sunbed-free, it offers you the feeling of a secluded 
paradise, with clear water and view to the majestic 
cruise-ships that float by.

 AGIOS
STEFANOS

 TOURLOS
beach beach
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GREEK CUISINE:devine tastes
  This is why grapes and wine 
had their own God, Diony-
sus. Another God, the son 
of Apollo, Aristaeus, was 
accountable for teaching 
them how to make cheese. 
According to another myth, 
God Hephaestus had creat-
ed his own tool with which 
he manufactured ‘cords’ of 
dough, meaning pasta and 
the first reference in histo-
ry about pasta is, indeed, 
made in 1000 BC in Greece 
in using the word “laganon”.
The actual reference de-

scribes a wide and flat 
dough made of flour and wa-
ter which is cut into strips. 
This dough called the “lag-
anon” was transferred to 
Italy by the Greeks who col-
onized the area in the 8th 
century BC and was then 
renamed to Latin “laganum” 
or lasagne as it called now-
adays! 
In addition, the first ever 
book about cooking in his-
tory was written by Greek 
Archestratos in 320 BC.

Greek myths reveal a lot about 
Greek cuisine and nutrition and most 
facts are confirmed by 
archaeological finds.



Ornos Beach, Mykonos | tel.: +30 22890 23216
 e.: reservation.pasaji@gmail.com | www.pasajimykonos.gr



A DELICIOUS
TRADITIONAL

SIDE 

However, how about escaping 
the everyday luxuries for a few 
moments and trying the authen-
tic Mykonian cuisine? 
Ingredients come from local 
producers and the aromas of the 
land you have probably already 
fallen in love with will find an-
other way to your heart: through 
the mouth.
One of the most famous recipes 
is the eggplant risotto, locally 
known as melitzanopilafo. 
The sweetness of eggplant is 

combined with sour tomato and 
completed with a touch of orega-
no. It can also be found in a 
non-vegetarian version, cooked 
with tasty local sausage.
Another local delicacy is the on-
ion pie, known as kremmyd pita. 
Cheese and onion combined 
(sometimes with lard) between 
two layers of warm pie crust. 
Its’ smell captures the nostrils, 
while the taste is unique and 
unforgettable.

You are in the Greek 
Mecca of gourmet eating.
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Ftelia is a beautiful, clean however windy beach, 
located on the north side of the island in the bay of 
Panormos, where you can get by car. It is ideal for 
windsurfing and you will surely have the chance to 
see many lovers of it, practicing there. 
Another great reason to visit Ftelia is the famous 
Alemagou, an alternative, bohemian beach bar 
with great environment and interesting, cool peo-
ple.

LIA
Lia beach is located in the southeastern side of 
Mykonos, 10 km away from the city, which you can 
very easily visit. It is a fantastic, organized, however 
not crowded sandy beach, with clear warm water, 
providing as well a school of scuba diving and snor-
keling. Ideal for a peaceful and relaxing stay.

FTELIAbeach beach
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On the southern side of the island, this beach lit-
erally has the whole package. It is protected from 
the harsh winds, blessed with crystal clear water, 
organized to the last detail, popular, yet not annoy-
ingly loud, and surrounded by restaurants, bars 
and souvenir shops. 
A small community is formed on the bay of Platis 
Gialos, where you can truly absorb the genuine 
colors, architecture and atmosphere of a Cycladic 
landscape.

 PLATIS
GYALOSbeach
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In Greek tradition, white represents innocence, 
love, new beginning, longevity and health. Al-
monds are white, icing sugar is white. The final 
result is delicious and you can find it all over the 
Aegean. This bite-sized secret is called amygda-
lotó.
This very healthy traditional sweet is made of 
almond powder, sugar and rose water. Often 
baked, to obtain a delicious crust, it is then rolled 
in icing sugar. It is served at weddings and tradi-
tional feasts. 
A light, fragrant bite that will wake the senses and 
leave you with the sweetest memory of Mykonos.
Look for them in all the traditional Chóra confec-
tioneries and buy two boxes! One for the road 
and a second to take back home.

LITTLE snowy bites
that takes you to heaven!
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LOCATED IN LITTLE 
VENICE, OFFERS
INSTA-WORTHY

SUNSETS AND 
WINDMILLS AS THE 
BACKDROP AND A 
CLASSIC MENU OF 

GREEK INSPIRED 
COMFORT FOOD
& HEALTHY OPTIONS.     

AN ORGANIC
FARM-TO-TABLE 
RESTAURANT NEXT
TO THE TAVERN
THAT OFFERS
A TOTALLY 
GLUTEN FREE 
MENU.

Alefkandra Sq.
Mykonos Chora

T: +30 22890 25421

Alefkandra Sq.
Mykonos Chora
T: +30 22890 25421

FARM TO TABLE GREEK ISLAND CUISINE

nesæa
BY THE NICE N EASY GROUP

AGIA ANNA BEACH  KALAFATIS  MYKONOS

T: +30 22890 72130

FOLLOW @NESAEAMYKONOS      NESAEAMYKONOS

O P E N  D A I L Y
F O R  L U N C H  A N D  D I N N E R



THE
DELICATE 

SAUCINESS

Is there a cheese that “takes after” its maker? 
According to Mykonian tradition, there is, and it 
is called kopanistí. Traditionally produced from 
three different milks, cow, sheep and goat, this 
yellowish, creamy cheese with a strong and spicy 
feeling will definitely wake your palate. 
What’s more exciting: it will be different each 
time you taste it! Not only does it depend on the 
season, temperature, weather and animals, but 
also on the mood and character of the producer 
on that specific day, according to folklore writers. 
Strong, rich, mild, neutral, buttery, thick, sour, 
sweet, creamy. No batch is similar to another and 
each restaurant serves it with a local or gourmet 
touch that makes it even more original. 
Discover as many as you can.

of a simple cheese
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IT’S ALL 
GREEK to me

Mykonos offers the best dining 
options one could have hoped 
for his holiday: fancy restau-
rants with international rep-
utation, exotic cuisine, award 
winning chefs etc etc. But what 
is the point of going to a greek 
island if not for the pleasure of 
enjoying a simple greek salad, a 
home cooked meal and a glass 
of chilled home wine... No mat-
ter where you go and how much 
you spend, the most memorable 
dining experience will most like-
ly be at a traditional greek tavern 
by the sea. 
Kiki’s Taverna, perched on a hill 
above the magnificent Ayios 
Sostis beach, is the right place 
to have an unforgettable  lunch: 

unforgettable for two reasons: 
firstly, because of the quality of 
the food and secondly, because 
of the long queue that you will 
probably need to endure in or-
der to get a table; no exceptions 
to the rule though, you will pa-
tiently wait for your turn whilst 
drinking rosé, even if you are the 
President of the United States!
Fokos Tavern serves ideally the 
concept of having a bite before, 
in between and after a dip in the 
clear waters of the Aegean Sea. 
Situated in the virgin Fokos bay, 
Fokos tavern offers the basic but 
essential for an ideal holiday: 
good food, good wine and good 
company. What more can you 
ask for?  
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Astra
Astra bar club has been leading 
the mykonian nightlife scene 
since 1987. 
Located in a strategic spot at 
matoyiannia  pedestrian street, 
at the town of Mykonos, it 
is ideal for those who enjoy 
spending long hours in people 
watching in the company of an 
apero. 
But as the night falls, some se-
rious partying and dancing goes
on behind those closed doors. 
Join in! 

Caprice
When word came out that 
Caprice bar closes down, half 
of Mykonos crowd nearly had a 
heart attack, while the social 
media were flooded with mes

-

-
sages of despair, grieving over 
the symbol of their lost youth 
and marking the end of an era. 
Fortunately nothing is over until 
it’s over and Caprice is back, 
housed in a different space still 
in the heart of Little Venice, but 
retaining the same old un

-

matched party spirit. 

All time
classics
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All time
classics

CAPRICE

ASTRA

ALL TIMEclassics
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A quiet paradise, still escaping massive devel-
opment and hectic rhythmes of other Mykonos 
beaches.  
Accessible both by car and boat, it has just one 
restaurant and beach bar, with refreshments and 
tasty snacks. 
The ideal destination for those who wish to avoid 
the crowd and feel the greatness of a Cycladic land-
scape, on the brim of sparkling blue water.

Houlakia takes its’ name after the perfect round 
pebbles that cover it. 
They are supposed to be prehistoric, one of a 
kind and really rare. You are not allowed to move 
or take them with you. It is not organized and 
doesn’t have any cafeterias nearby. 
If you plan to stay, bring your own refreshments 
and make sure you keep the beach clean before 
you go.

beach beach
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 AGRARI  HOULAKIA
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From the enormous temple-is-
land of Delos, through byzan-
tine years, the era of the corsairs 
until today, Mykonos has main-
tained elements everywhere 
in its architecture. Names of 
streets and entire cobbled stone 
roads remain. 
Medieval remnants and symbols 
are found in the small towns, as 
well as in the little farmhouses 
of the mykonian countryside.
Straight lines and cubic shapes 
are the dominant characteristic. 
Small practical details are the 
flat terraces on top of all the 
houses, which served as rain-
water collectors. The water was 
stored in underground tanks. 

Both rich and poor houses were 
built in the same style. Some 
inside rooms had very small 
windows that connected them 
with the rest of the house. One 
small window on the northern 
wall has been one of the most 
ancient air conditioning systems 
and its effectiveness has made it 
a sine qua non of modern con-
structions.
The use of local materials is in 
absolute harmony with nature 
and practicality. 
Stone, mud and wooden details, 
whitewashed walls and beau-
tiful carvings are still the gems 
that make each house unique.

In the 1960s, 
UNESCO characterized the 
architecture of Mykonos 
as unique and an 
inspiration for modern 
designers.

Famous architects such as Le Corbusier, saw in 
local architecture the knowledge and tradition of 
antiquity, mixed with modern philosophy, the cul-
ture of seafarers and practicality.

MYKONOSarchitecture



With 600 - 800 churches, 
monasteries and chapels 
dotted all around the island, 
most of them built from the 
17th to the 19th century, 
Mykonos easily competes 
with the neighbouring is-
land of Tinos, known for its 
religious character. 
Many of them were built 
not only to express the reli-
gious feeling, but often as a 
“τάμα” (religious offering to 
the Gods) offered by sailors 
who were found in danger 
during their travels, con-

stituting a testimony of the 
island’s rich maritime past. 
Most of them are simple, 
small and vaulted structures 
with a single aisle, but un-
like elsewhere in the Aegean 
islands, they are red rather 
than blue domed, especially 
in Chora. 
Although impossible to visit 
all of them, take the time to 
light a candle in some, for 
the sake of the sailors who 
managed to survive the wild 
intentions of the sea. 

 prayer...
SAY 

A LITTLE
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PARAPO-
RTIANI church

Paraportiani Church is indisputably 
the most interesting building of the 
island. 
It takes its name (“side door”) from 
its location, as it was originally built 
right next to the north-west side door 
of the medieval walls that used to sur-
round the castle area of the old town. 
Panagia Paraportiani, dedicated to 
Virgin Mary, is known for its abstract 
shape, due to the fact that it is ac-
tually a complex of five consecutive 
constructions, built between the 14th 
and the 17th century. 
Besides its historical, religious and ar-
chitectural interest, this small church 
is the ideal setting for your new face-
book profile picture!   
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MYKONOS

Meghali Ammos 

Kapari

Psarou 

Ornos Ag. Ioannis

Aghia Anna 

Platys Gialos

Paranga 

Paradise 

Super 
Paradise 

Agrari 

Elia 

Kalo Livadi

MYCENEAN TOMB

Vrisi

Ghlastros

Lagadha

Korphos

Kanalia

Ano 
Diakophtis

Aleomandra

Aghios Lazaros

Psarou

Elia

Kalo Livadi

Aghia Anna

Kalafati
Ano Mera

Platis Ghialos

Lino

CASTLE OF GIZI

Pyrghi

Ornos
Aghios Ioannis

Tourlos
Tourlos

Panormos

Ftelias

Mavri Spilia

Doubakia

Aghios Sostis
Vardhies

Balta

Paradhisia

Fanari

KAVOURAS ISLET

AGIOS 
GEORGHIOS ISL.

RINIA ISLET

Aghrelou Kasari

KOUNELONISI ISL.

Lazareto

Pyrgos

Aspros Cavos C.

Armenistis C.

Ambelion Kavos

ANO REMATARIS ISL.

KATO REMATARIS ISL.

DELOS ISLET

HIRONIS ISL.

Granitis C.

Houlakas C.

Dili C.

Ghlaros C.

Kato Vardhia

Kynthos

D i a k o f t i s

Koaomytis
Lazaros

PRASO ISLET

SPHONDILI ISLET

KROMMYDI ISLET

Morti C.

Glosidha C.

Dhrapano C.

Blindris C.

Aghrari C.

Makrokephalos C.

Tarsanas C.

Aloghomandra C.

Well

Daikos

Houlakas

Kokkinadia

Lolos C.

VOULGARONISI ISL.

Kaloghiros C.

MOLES ISLET

MARMARONISI ISLET

Aghios Stephanos

Aghios Stephanos

Aghrilia

Goni C.

Evros C.

Haros C.

Mavros C.
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             Portugieser Annual Calendar. Ref. 

5035: I t took Por tugal’s ocean-going he-

roes centur ies to become legends; IWC’s 

Portugieser took just 75 years. For it is that 

long since the appearance of the f irst IWC 

Portugieser with a pocket watch movement 

marked the beginning of a new legen dary 

era. And that revolutionary step forward is 

st i l l  mir rored today in the IWC-manufac-

tured 52850 cal ibre. The fact that innova-

t ive new technology no longer needs an 

eternity to achieve legendary status can be 

seen in the annua l ca lendar, where the 

month, date and day can be read of f at a 

glance.           IWC. ENGINEERED FOR MEN. 

THE LEGEND AMONG 
ICONS.


